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An interlinked research data infrastructure for time-series data
from the Helmholtz Research Field Earth & Environment
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Time-series data are crucial sources of reference information in all environmental sciences. And

beyond typical research applications, the consistent and timely publication of such data is

increasingly important for monitoring and issuing warnings, especially in times of growing

frequencies of climatic extreme events. In this context, the seven Centres from the Helmholtz

Research Field Earth and Environment (E&E) operate some of the largest environmental

measurement-infrastructures worldwide. These infrastructures range from terrestrial observation

systems in the TERENO observatories and ship-borne sensors to airborne and space-based

systems, such as those integrated into the IAGOS infrastructures.

In order to streamline and standardize the usage of the huge amount of data from these

infrastructures, the seven Centres have jointly initiated the STAMPLATE project. This initiantive

aims to adopt the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) SensorThings API (STA) as a consistent and

modern interface tailored for time-series data. We evaluate STA for representative use-cases from

environmental sciences and enhance the core data model with additional crucial metadata such as

data quality, data provenance and extended sensor metadata. After centre-wide implementation,

the standardized STA interface also serves community-based tools, e.g., for data visualization, data

access, quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC), or the management of monitoring systems. By



connecting the different STA endpoints of the participating research Centres, we establish an

interlinked research data infrastructure (RDI) and a digital ecosystem around the OGC

SensorThings API tailored towards environmental time-series data.

In this presentation, we want to show the status of the project and give an overview of the current

data inventory as well as linked tools and services. We will further demonstrate the practical

application of our STA-based framework with simple and representative showcases. With our

contribution, we want to promote STA for similar applications and communities beyond our

research field. Ultimately, our goal is to provide an important building block towards fostering a

more open, FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable), and harmonized research

data landscape in the field of environmental sciences.
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